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Pervasive Computing Technology And Architecture
The Alibaba Damo Academy is a unique hybrid research and development (R&D) facility. An academically-oriented independent science organization established in 2017 in Hangzhou, China, it is also an ...
In pursuit of pragmatic solutions to pervasive problems
To address the greatest technology challenge today – securing the world’s data – the Armv9 roadmap introduces the Arm Confidential Compute Architecture (CCA). Confidential computing shields portions ...
Latest Arm architecture targets AI, security, specialized computing needs
“And the other thing is because our architecture is not fixed ... printed flexible electronics technology, and firmware development capabilities. Synopsys added a PCI Express 6.0 under the PCI Express ...
Week In Review: Auto, Security, Pervasive Computing
ARM Vision 2021 defines the company's roadmap for the next ten years of specialized computing with the ARMv9-A.
ARMv9: the Long-awaited High-Performance Computing Architecture
SAN JOSE, California, March 16, 2015 – The Heterogeneous System Architecture (HSA) Foundationtodayannounced a major milestone with its release of the 1.0 HSA specification, which brings the technology ...
HSA Foundation Launches New Era of Pervasive, Energy-Efficient Computing with HSA 1.0 Specification Release
Arm introduced the Arm ® v9 architecture in response to the global demand for ubiquitous specialized processing with increasingly capable security and artificial intelligence (AI). Armv9 is the first ...
Arm’s Solution to the Future Needs of AI, Security and Specialized Computing Is v9
For example, D2S provides GPU-accelerated computing for the semiconductor manufacturing ... There’s this huge spectrum of choices being made. Every chip architecture will drive different decisions in ...
The Future Of Transistors And IC Architectures
The SEV2 technology ... power infinite computing, the pervasive and ubiquitous cheap availability of compute resources, so when a major player like Arm releases a new reference architecture ...
Arm unveils Armv9 architecture for its next generation of processor chips
Web Hosting Wire – SAN JOSE, CA – Cisco and EMC, together with VMware, today introduced the Virtual Computing Environment ... model for delivering the Vblock architecture, addressing people, process ...
Cisco and EMC, Together with VMware, Form Coalition to Accelerate Pervasive Virtualization and Private Cloud Infrastructures
The need to deliver superior user experiences is pushing cloud adoption beyond single and even traditional multicloud implementations to a more pervasive, distributed computing model known as ...
Is Omnicloud The Future Of Distributed Computing?
Explore the New Armv9 Decade The latest Arm architecture updates deliver the power of specialized processing with the economics, design freedom, and accessibility of general-purpose computing ...
Apple Chips will be advancing to the Armv9 Architecture, the first major update in a decade that will advance AI, AR/VR, 5G and Security
MediaTek About the HSA Foundation The HSA (Heterogeneous System Architecture) Foundation is a non-profit consortium of SoC IP vendors, OEMs, Academia, SoC vendors, OSVs and ISVs, whose goal is making ...
Heterogeneous Systems Architecture Foundation Launches HSA 1.1 Specification with Multi-Vendor Architecture Support
Over the past 10 years we've seen a proliferation of non-relational database systems, usually based around a distributed, fault-tolerant architecture with ... model and the rise of cloud computing.
Emerging Technologies
Arm Ltd, the British technology firm whose chip technology powers most of the world's smartphones, on Tuesday released a new generation of technology aimed at taking over data centres and artificial ...
Arm Ltd debuts new chip technology aimed at overtaking data centres
Intel is expected to combine Ocean Cove and Gracemont cores for Meteor Lake using a 3D stack with technology from its ... will rely on a new Redwood Cove architecture that will turn Meteor Lake ...
Intel’s Meteor Lake will be its first 7nm desktop processors, launching in 2023
Amadeus’ technology is pervasive throughout the travel industry ... we are convinced it is the right systems architecture to deliver on this continued commitment, and that Microsoft is the ...
From private to public: Amadeus on working with Microsoft to change up its cloud strategy
NVIDIA Announces PhysX and APEX Support for Sony Computer ... NVIDIA PhysX technology is the world's most pervasive physics solution for designing real-time, real-world effects into interactive ...
NVIDIA rolls out Apex and PhysX developer support for the PlayStation 4
According to Gartner Research, “the impact of COVID-19 underscores the necessity for more pervasive access and ... but as a fundamental next-generation technology enabler…While manufacturers ...
Fuze Announces Industry Strategy and Solutions to Extend its Leadership in Enterprise Cloud Communications
The pair will leverage Nokia’s Cloud RAN technology ... stronger computing power in the Middle East will require that the ICT industry deliver ubiquitous cloud and pervasive intelligence in ...
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